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r are always the same number of chromosomes in the
cells of individuals of the same species; for example, the ox and
the onion (one an animal the other a plant) each has sixteen
chromosomes in every cell, The monkey has fifty-four. In the
human body there are forty-eight -twenty-four from the father
and twenty-four from the mother.
(tones, or Determiners* Each chromosome contains an un-
thinkable number of familial factors. These hereditary factors
entering into the formation of the chromosomes are often spoken
of as #<'H*\v, or ilrtn'nrintrs.
When the body cells are in the process of dividing, the divi-
sion takes place in something like the following fashion: The
rodlike chromosomes all gather to the middle of the cell, and
there they split from end to end, each into two equal parts. The
cell membrane drawing in from each side between these two
groups (jf divided chromosomes finally meets, and the division
is complete. The half chromosomes grow to full size, and the
one cell has become two cells, The chromosomes again scatter
into chromat in threads, and there is a quiescent stage until again
the process is repeated. Chromosomes form, line up, and again
divide, Remember, please, that these changes may and do occur
in very rapid succession under certain conditions of growth and
development, (See Figs, S, 6.)
But always the* genes, or factors, or determiners, from each
parent maintain their places in the chromosomes of each new
cell The cells resulting from division are always like the cell
from which each came, as far us chromosomes and genes are
concerned,
Marrying Cells* But there is added to the story of the germ
cells and their dividing* an interesting sequel. In their special
niche, they divide for a time as do the body cells. In the female,
at puberty there are about thirty-five thousand ova in each ovary,
but at this time a different sort of division begins to take place.
This is where the interesting part of the story comes in.
Chromat in material forms into chromosomes just as in the
regular dividing process; but, instead of the chromosomes each
splitting into two equal parts, they at once separate into two
equal groups. One of these groups is then thrown out of the cell,

